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with
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degree

of
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which
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is a
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A
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sex every day
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We reproach
with

while

I

folly and
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confident,
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equal to
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us,
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be

guilty

the
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"One would wonder,
happen
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at

all;

to

natural

parts,

knowle dge.
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teach

baubles.
indeed,

to

and

are

are

jU;

of a woman's
but

an d sew or make

and

their

what

is a man

good

for ,

(a

that

t ha t is the
education.

or

estate,

an indespensable

to

early
Defoe.

for

part of
But

educ ation
their

that

visualize

n ecessity
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with
and

;
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fi ure

he makes for

an educati on."

to c onsider the

us

)

examine

mily ,

a good

In this twentieth cen tury

education

or

gentlemen,

a

and exemine wha t

o�

ae an

taught no more?
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of

I

gentl emen,

give instances,

wit h tolerable

such

And

understanding,

is

the character

prone

read,

ask anye.e who sl ight•

the sex for

wan t of

to

perhaps to write their

height

good

is spen�

taught to

or

I need not

beholden

all the ir

youth

name a,
I would

only

for

stitch

They

ib le

are con vers

since they

them

1 t sh ould

how

it

the

this
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are

so

education of women

as

part

scheme

may,

of

our modern

perha p s,
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significance of
paragraph,

the eighteenty
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we
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for

even the

written in the
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Defoe in his essay on the
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more than sug gest that
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further

to sug gest

and
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be taught all

recommend
so rts of

suit abl e both to their genius
in

particular,
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be cruelty

to

bar th e

at
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do
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say

(

Daniel

are certainly

regarded

S.
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and
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music and -dansing,
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very

much a
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us permit

and
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which

sex of,

bec aus e

Parenthet ical ly
we

Our women

as the

darlines of

even been

reported that

particularly
the

the

latter,

curricul�m

D aniel

Defoe to

should

be

students
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but

continue.

He

s ays:
"Women

as particularly
and

I

would

giv ing
one.

venture

be taught
and

all

of con versation;
educ ation

,

French and

They should ,

speech,

need

taught languages,
the

not

is

so

as

all

injury

a

of

particul ar

the

graces of

the necessary
which

expose it.

in that

�

They sh ould

to read books, and
histo ry; and so to r e ad
understand

� tf44 --q- �,

the

air

our common

defective

---- t aug ht

them

It alian;

woman more tongues than

stu dy ,

I

recommend ed

Defoe.

part or

And

it

State University,

in part adhere to this

curriculum of

L.
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and d ancing;
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"And o n the

other

hand,

suppose

to b e the very same woman,
of the benefit
follows
If her

t·htn�

:t"h:•m. "

of

and

educe.tion,

her
rob

and

her

it

-temper

makes her
Her wit,

be good,

want

of education

soft and easy;
for

want

of teaching,

makes

her impertinent and talkative;
Her knowl edge,

for

and e xper ience,

want

of

makes her

judgment

fanciful and

whimsical.
If

her temper

be

bad,

makes her

worse;

insolent,
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If she

passionate,
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makes her
at

(which

be

she

grows bawdy,

want of
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manners
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proud,

want
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want
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)

makes her
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mig ht be
Defoe
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educa tion
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currio
. ulum for
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assuredly had a
and
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Board of
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However the
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for
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and
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--

constant
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is
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only a
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us is moving.
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read:

dignity,
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for
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grace,

exercises.
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is the

normal,

same
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souther n gentleme n,
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which

and with

written in

presence
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and
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evoked much

"Their

teach ers

were admitted in the

Naturally the

University

first broken

Shall
and

get

many

to the
world

we of

reason
dead
around

Louisiana

left?"

editorials

was ignored.

fir s t woman student,

good

Miss

in

the

But in

Olivia

1904,

Davis,
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was

permitted
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in
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numbers, 'you have
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You have

expanded your

into many

fields
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growth in organization
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and
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for social,
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c ampus most of

fortunate in

the

having on our

leading American
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Greek-
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Pan-hellenic or anization contribute
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a well-rounded
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This Fourth
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calendar.
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Pan-Hellenic
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indeed
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useful function in the
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a large
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a

for

in

a
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of governm ent
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and du e to the tranaformati

world through th e new machine age,
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development
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busin ess of
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be

a

after al l.

the meaning of democracy,

changes i n
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your main
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what
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I trust

to serve
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stands for
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univer sity
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that this
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of communication
international

faces modern
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rela tions,
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become increasingly

dirficult.

Through
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be firm

and wise in the

cou rse o f study
th e University
what ever
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in

to set
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a type
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cont ribution
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a
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to do

of high
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Not scholarship
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possib le for

into that
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distinction
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important
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of educ ation

while
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because of
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a pa rt
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�
� carry
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stsndard of achievement,
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standing.
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of
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to give.
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the badge

scholastic
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with such guidance as w e at
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selec t ion

all
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bearing

intimately
bringing

about
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the civilization
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maximum
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can only
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be made by
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I
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even
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G�eek letter fraternities have come into contact

(1) cases in which

with the law in two main types of cases:

:... .
"'

they cry for existence,

"

i.a., fighting orohibition and (2)

cases in which they cry for highly favored existence.
I.

In the earlier days Greek-letter fraternities

were widely regarded as a serious menace to the discipline of
institutions of higher education.

(As a fraternity man I

must confess

� .,.
Uni.versi ty took the bull by the horns,

adooting a rule

denying admission to anyone who was a member of a Greek-letter
fraternity.

A writ of

man da mus

was issued to comoel admission

of a student who was rejected solely because he had declined
to sign a nromise to disconnect himself

as

an active member

of the Sigma Chi Fraternity during his stay at the University.
The court said?
"The admission of students in a oublic
educational institution is one thing, and the government and
control of students after t�ey are admitted, and have become
subject to the jurisdiction of the institution is quite
another thing.

o.
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•

•

•

Greek

•

It is clearly within the oower of the trustees
•

to absolutely prohibit any connection b etween the

fraternities

and

the University.

"But the oossession of this g reat power over a student
after he has entered the
imposition of

either

University does not

extraordinary terms and

degrading or

conditions of admission into it •

•

•

his admission into an institution of
oromises to submit to,
and

proner rules

after be,

and

adopted

and

•

•

Every

learning,

be governed

regulations

justify the

by,

student

uoon

impliedly

a l l the necessary

which have bean,

or �ay there

for the government of the institution,

and

the exaction of any pledge or condition which r equires him
to promise more than that operates as a
of his

right of

admission,

�ower greater than has
or the
v.

White,

82

Indiana

278,

upon either the trustees

University."
decided in

It is to be noted that
the power of

the University to

(State ex rel Stallard

1882).

this decision,

the Board of

Trustees

while recognizing

prohibit any connection between

�reek letter fraternities and the University,
in

abridgement

and involves the exercise of a

been conferred

faculty of Purdue

nractical

to require as

a

denied

the power

condition precedent
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to admission a oromise that the student would not affiliate
with Sigma Chi during his stay at the Universityr

However,

in the celebrated Mississipoi case where the �ississiooi
statute prohibited secret societies in State colleges and
universities, a different res ult was reached�

The statute

was uoheld both by the Mississippi Suureme Court and the
United States Suoreme Court in 1915.

The orocedure adooted

in �ississioui was a rule of the �oard of Trustees of the
Univ ersity r equiring all applicants for admission to sign
a oromise to comply specifically with the anti-fraternity
statute while in the University of �ississi�nio

It was held

that this was the only oractical means of enforcing the Act
of the Mississio�i Legislature; that the Mississippi LegiB
lature had merely adopted a dis ciplinary reg ulation clearly
within its uower, which regulation was an�licable to all
educational institutions under the control of the State.
The Court said this:

"The right to attend the

educational institutions of the State is not a natural
right; it is a gift of civilization, a benefaction of the
law.

If a ner son seeks to become beneficiary of this gift

he must submit to such conditions as the law imnoses as a

-4-

condition

precedent to this

the University of Miss.

v.

right. "

Waugh,

(Board of

105 Miss.

Trustees

625,

of

decided in

1913).
Mro

Justice McKenna of

in affirming

the

judgment

the United States Supreme Court,

of the lower court,

said:

«It is

very trite to say that the right to pursue happiness and
exercise rights and liberties are subject in some degree to
the limitations of
State

affiliation with
to discipline,

257

law,

and the condition upon which the

of Mississippi offers the complainant

at its University,

(Waugh

the

v.

UoSo

that while a student there he renounce

a society which the State

Trustees of the University of Mississipni,

decided in 1915)0

Although the constitutionality
statut e was

considers inimical

finds no prohibition in the 14th Amendmento"

Board of
598,

free instruction

thus sustained

so was the Volstead Act,
like the Volstead Act,

of the anti-fraternity

by the highest court in the land,

and the policy of such

is now in

statutes,

justifiable disrepute.

Mississippi Act was repealed in 1926 and similar acts
Arkansas and in
repealed•

South

In practically all

Carolina have also

in

been

Colleges and Universities

The

-5-

th e policy

pu rsu e d

oµera ti on to

is

tha t o f

s tud ent societi es

off ering

guidanc e and

co

rath er than ster"repr essiono

- c. Th• other respect in which college :fraternities have collied
with the la� is urging upon the Courts that their property, or perhaps
I should say the prop erty of their bondholders, should be exempt from
taxation under various sta tutory and constitutional provisions lt.lich

accord exemptions to prop erty of educational institutions, charitable
institutions or literary and sc ie ntifi c societies
or cases I

In thi s category

•

sure that you Dekes will be interested to know that as

am

a fraternity we are not nearly a!
1reat tax dodgero '' t1'e Pein rrnaeta
Whethe r that is due to the f eeling tmt the Dekes should pay

.r1;s.

the taxes or whether they should wait until the Betas have established the
jurisprudence to reap the benefits of tax exemption , I do not f e e l
patent to say.

But, actu

once on this tax matter.··

com-

Dekes seem to have gone to Court only
Dekes have gone to Court only onee

another generalization which might be justifiable from the results of the
cas� however, is that the Dekes by staying out o f Court show that they

r

at
ey have better legal advice because the
are better lawyer,:_
� :eBetas have los

all of their cases in which they claimed tax exemption.

Seriously, if�',,,. y look deeper into the situation,
about

a dozen
-

-

we

find that

li�es have statutory or constitutiona.l provisions under
.

which college fraternities have sought exemption from taxati on.
gation on the

subject, however,

' ltas

Liti-

·n�arly

always

re-

-1$Ultt!td

in decisions unf'a ix>rabl• to the exemption.

For exmnple, the

Supreme Court of Illinois in the case of People ex rel Carr, County
Collector vs. Alpha Phi of Phi Kappa· Sigma Association of the University
of Chicago/

5i6

Ill.

573(1927)

has held that a fraternity house· at the

University of Chicago cannot claim exemption from taxation as a
beneficient or charitable institution, although it is conducted not for
profit but to provide a home for members at moderate cost for those
able to pay and gratuituously for t house unable to pay.

In Indiana,

a

statute specifically exempts "land not exceeding one acre and the improvenents th ereon and all personal property owned by any Greek letter
fraternity," which is connected with an institution of learning.
State ex rel Daggy- vs. Allen,

189

Ind�

369 (1920)

In

this statute was

upheld as a proper legislative definition of the constitutional exemption
of property used tor educational.and literary purposes,. and the
fraternity is consequently exempt.

It is i n teresting to note in conne c tion

with this case the argument was made that the good frat brothers ''pursue
in this building the course of study prescribed by DePauw University •

• •

;

that they have a library· and lounging room on the first floor; that
once a week the fraternity uses the parlors of the building tor its
business and secret affairs;

that twice each month literary exercises

are held in th e buildiilg; that once each year they have
to which outside guests are invi ted.n

a

social function

The Court quite generously accepted

��
�
��t

all of these a rguments including the allll@!l
month literary e xercises were held in the

wh

ch, if true, to

say the least, sets off th• Phi Kappa Psi fraternity chapter involved
in that case as almost uniq ue among college fraternities. The exemption
from taxation has also been acc orded in Oklahoma where

the constitutional

exemption from taxation applies to t he property of fraternal o ders or
socieites, Beta Theta Pi vs. Board of Conmissioners, 108 Okla.78(1925).
later Oklahoma cases go further and declare that fraternity property ,
at least in OklahoDE., is devoted to educational and charitable uses.

The Court has said in later cases "we must hold the property here involved, like the property in the Beta Theta Pi case, is also devoted t o
and·used solely for the promotion of educational, moral, charitable,
and public welfare, and, consequently •%empt from

taxation."

of Oklahoma vs. Beta of Pi Beta Phi, decided in 1,936.

State

-7It has been held +hat a college fraternity home is �ot exe�pt from
taxation in Illinois on the groU!ld that the ho e takes the place of a
ev�n t�oagh it h£s been b�ilt by t�e college and
.

college dormitory,
fraternity jotntl/,

each ptiyi�g one-half tte

taken in the n&..rne of the college.
Knox 8ounty,
rtt

408

aLd tte ti�le is actually

Knox C�:!.lege vs.

Board o� :le vie1·

fr9terni ty c'J.apter house ,as held

a

of

160 (1923}.

Ill.

:1. I. T.

cost

not exempt

under a

The

statute

co�rt

,. .

nd bui ldi n� �"as
house,

al thou.gh so!".!2 scier:tific

and li tere.ry

v.

c.

dor:!:it y

e.::d. board ine;

ork rnc.y �1ave bee� dotie

ttere.
Of

co r8a,

mos:

Betc. '2:1i-J.eta �Ji vs.

'

it ... as

of :to'.l

are

fc..miliar with our recent local

City of XevJ Orlean.s,
<

18

La.

r�PP. 130

( 1931)

cc...s
. e of
in

i

hic"ri

r eld ttie.t a fr� terni ty cha:>ter house at Tula.ne is not n ron ertv
..

devoted

-

to charitable

from taxation,
Pi had a

undertaxintSS within our constitutional

4

eremption

c.1.l t�oug·'1 it :-ms estc.'Jlished in this CE.Se tr_�-: 3eta Theta

stldent lea� �und end

in addition distributed

ten �ive

dollar

Jhrist�es baskets Jnnually.
r.:''_ e 3'..lpre"':e Co:irt of 0:-egon hes
(Kappa Ga..r"!lma R.�o vs

•

.

:aricn Co�nty,

beer brutally

130

Ore.

107,

fre.n..'l.: on tr is ';latter
de�ined in

1S27)

saying

�A.ii� ;

0s·�cb. work os is done by t.te )lai'ltiff &rd. its

of fre.ternity

�

�JO -

ers is not oriinarily consiMered eith�r benevolent ,

scientific .

or

"

It is sig.i:icant that the only
has gone to coart ,

( 1902)

literary,

D. K

•

in which Deltu Ku?pa ��silon

ccse

.L. vs. �a-:.ler, ?4 .tt?P· Div.

(:�e'!..

Yori.d

553

i;•Jas under a ::e-;; York sta tut� ·Nhich exempted not only litero.ry

an.d scientific so:!ieties but 3.!.so suet orga!1izations as serve
r o rs.l i:i:;;rovement of �en c..nd
m9ntal !:.:Tid _-:_
-

......

--

with the ri tue.l or D. K

•

•

om.en.

"

-

Bat the :!Ol:'['t

"for t'l:le
-

--

unf�ilie.r

.:... . :.as 'J.nPble to fina t.t.ese cl-tarecteristics

!rese"lt in our brother'1ood and conseouently tbe Je:-r:e chapte!' house �t
Ha."T:ilt'Jn 0ollege in Xev. York if still on t''"' e tax rolls.

[!.

t t'-e lI!liversity of �....ai ne a frsternity ho..ise if not exempt even

though it stc.1.dc;- ')n the cani:yu� of th? univers ity and the '.J.ni.versity

,;x6
�

c"r1a!'ges it
univer

o�

ren-:; f'or the use of the lend.

y builds .rnd ovms the h

O!'o¢> -;s. Si�a .u.lpha :..r>silon,

Ir:. Kansas 1mder

a.

7

r::'•e

$�e

is -:;rue i.:' the

d rents ft to a

cided in

1 S09 Jn.

-·�ine

�

roternit y.

Z)

statutory provision eYempting pro:psrty m•:ned by

a college or univ� rsity non-profit soc i ety it

1 cs

h�ld ���t the statute

wes urconstitutional �nd vcid es being rep�gnent o� the requ ire�ents of t�e
sta-r;e co'1s:itutio1: exacting u...:.i ·orrn.ity ani q_uality in the rate o ' tP.za-:;ion.
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c..

fraternity men end o!1e l'amilie.r �·.it!: :.b.e det&ils end di:'ficul tj es

.i'l finsncing o.nd m�ip+srwnce of

a

f'Y'e.ternit:y ho1rne,

B'IJ.t

hearti 1.y in nccord \'Iith ides of excrrJ t :i.on.
to be accomplished is tc co�c must core as

�

amend�ents in �rc�tical:u

'

�

&

of thP sta�es.

sue1

of course,

I

8.ffi

exenpt ion 5-f it ; s

result of constitutional

An

interest ing
came in

fraternity
a

recent

the effect

of

lease of

A Milwaukee

duplex

holder

for

house

a

a

family

was

sold

flat

holder

and the

petition it
or

a

i

a

residence

residence.

barn

in the

applied

y oung

men

of

the

untenable

as

a

The trial

court concluded

sought by

the

plaintiff it

of
that

in

for

an

private houseof

the lease

fraternity.
to

The

occupy the

of

injunction t o
his lease.

of

home,

family

In

the

would make the
and

from

would

their

order to g rant the

fraternity

pre vent

the uoner flat by

fraternity

would have to

the iKm±i�xK•x•xkx

part

whereupon the house-

family
his

a

the term

plans

was alleg ed that t h e use

forty

same building .

leased the lower

immediately,

was

fraternity q>on a

During

ma de

co lleg e

which involved the

to the Delta Sigma Pi
purchasing,

the

tactful t reatment

a

house

duplex

in which

}926

_.. to

co nstructive eviction

members of

and

until the expiration

lower apartment
to

cide

in the lo wer f lat

such occupancy

thirty

...( � �
� ..,

case

for a three-year perio d to

fraternity, after
uoper

discussion

family

owner of

of the

the

for

Wisconsin c ase

question
current

a n d amusing

amount

residence.
relief

hold that the
were

boisterous

and

addicted

to

breaches of the

a temoorary injunction;

oeace,

and accordingly re�used

but npon appeal to

the

Supreme Court

of Wisconsin the decision was r eversed and the temporary
injunction g ranted.
every

The r easoning of the

lease for a term

of years there is an imolied

for quiet enjoyment and that such
actual disturbance of the
oolnted out

tenant's

is broken

possession.

fraternity

or

forty

{with

and undressing)

.. necessarily

family dwelling

The eccentric habits of

residence with respect to hours,

general behaviour,

dressing

The court

boys going to college renders it unfit

the original nuroose.
in a club

unsuitable

particular

while

man's

premises

for

boys

entry and exit,

reference

not at all

in a young

college

to clothing ,

unlawful and not
club,

may never

the less be presumed to b e entirely incomoatible with
use of the

by an

involved in its decision,

the occupancy of a house intended as a

by thirty

and

covenant

covenant

that there is no reflection upon the character

of the members of the
that

court was that in

as a private family residence."

the
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When I wae invited to speak to you this evening at your banquet,
I was happy to accept, because it is always a pleasure to associate with

\Nd>MQ.."(.

the men of Zeta Zeta of DKE.

A

It takes

me

back more than

to the days when I was in the position many of you
a struggling neophyte and later

days

a

twenty-five

years

now occupy either as

member of the active Chapter.

These

in the Halls of DKE, are days I shall always remember with a certain

sense of nostalgia.

In these halls for me, as it will be for you, associations

and friendships �-ere formed to become-a part of me for life.
the�e£ore, I

can

This evening,

envy you the privilege of youthful fraternity life you are

having, whether as a member of the Chapter or as a pledgP..
I was told that this year, from. the pledging viewpoint, has been
a banner one for Zeta Zeta.

If that be so, and the indications from what I

see already this evening indicate that it certainly is, congratulations
are very much in order to the officers and the manbers

of

the Chapter who

have done such excellent work this year during the rushing period.

But more

than that, congratulations are due also to the splendid new faces we will have
in DKE.

Congratulations because they have sho'W?l thejr own good judgment this

Fall in e�ecting to becane members of one of the strongest(correction - that is
not superlative enough for a Deke) - the strongest social fraternity on the
nat ional scene.
I

am

reminded for the fact that the social fraternity system is

very much a part of the educational status of affairs in American colleges
and Universities.

And speaking of education, there is the story which Stephen

Leacock, inimitable wit, relates on certain aspects of this job of teaching
and the methods of education in which you, as students, are now so seriously

engrossed.

The story he relatos is as follows:

-1-

<J.1any

years ago when I was on the staff of a great
public school, we engaged a new swim.ming master.
He was the most successful man in that capacity that
we had had for years.
Then one day it was discovered that he couldn •t. swim.
He was standing at the edge of the swimming tank ex
plainine the breast stroke to the boys in the water.
He lost his balance and fell in.
He was drowned.
no - he wasn't drowned
I remember - he was res
cued by some of the pupils whom he had taught to swimo
After he was resuscitated by the boys - it was one
of the things he had taught them - the school dismissed

Ci\

-

himo

Then some of the boys who were sorry for him taught
him how to swim, and he got a new job as a swinrning master
in another place.
But this time he was an utter failure.

He swam well, but

they said he couldn't teach.
So
s friends looked about to get him a new job. This
was just he time when the bicycle craze came in. They soon
found the man a position as an instructor in bicycle riding.
As he had never been on a bicycle in his life, he made an
admirable teacher. He stood fast on the ground and said, "Now
then, all ycu need is confidence."
Then one day he got afraid that he might be found out.
So he went out to quiet place and got on a bicycle, at the
top of a slope, to learn to ride it. The bicycle ran away
with him. But for the skill and daring of one of his p upils,
who saw him and rode after him, he would have been killed.
This story, as the reader sees it, is endless. Suffice
to say that the man I speak of is now in an aviation school
teaching people to fly.
They say he is one of the best
aviators that ever walked.

b.j.
�

/

Now, the pertinency of this story is to suggest that it is a mistaken idea

to assume that an education consists of what you learn in a classroom f ro.'ll
persons who are there because they are the experts in their particular fields.
Sometimes that i s not true at all

-

some of you may encounter teachers who

are like the swimming master '\' l ho could not sw.i.m - they can guide you surely
along the paths of what you must learn, �ut your education must be through
a process of absorption, the intensity of which i9 controlled by your own
particular intellectual interests, your stick-to-t.iveness, and the manner
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in which you budget and use your time.

Furthermore, I use this story as

a point of departure to emphasize that education of college men must be
viewed in its entirety.

It is an experience which goes beyond the

classroom and it is influenced by many factors which we lump together
under the title of student activities - extracurricular activities - and
student affairs.

If you are to become well-rounded students. y ou must

make some progress in these other areas as well.

But for goodness sake, you

do not have to becane an all-American in student affairs.

And it is in

the latter connection that the American college fraternity system canes
in.
As you all know, from even a most cursory perusal of Baird's
Manual, the system which we know as that of college fraternities dates back
to the founding of Phi Beta Kappa in 1776.

Phi Beta Keppa was originally

founded for social an::lliterary purposea. but became a purely honorary society
and has retained that status until the present.

I may say, parenthetically,

that some of us on this campus hope to see the day arrive when we will
have a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at LoS.U.

When we do, we will have re

ceived for our University an academic recognition and stimulus to our
academic work that is most important and I believe that many of the con
structive things that the University has done and is doing under General
Middleton will eventually tend to accompJish the thing of which I am
speakingo
Passing to other permanent societies in the fraternal
system, we know that in

1825

Kappa Alpha was founded at Union College.

This was followed in 1827 with Sigma Phi and Delta Phi, both also formed
at Union, so that they came to be known as the-Union Triad.

Baird's

Manual tells us that it was on the latter three that the social fraternity
-3-

system was based.

We know also that before 1900 some twenty-three

additional social fraternities were forme1.

I w"'.i.ll not pause to

mention them all, but prior to the founding of Delta Kappa Epsilon
were:
Alpha Delta Phi, foundad in 1832
Psi Upsilon, founded in 1833
Delta Upsilon, 1834
Beta Theta Pi in 1839
Chi Psi in 1841
And, Delta Kappa Epsilon in 1844.

Fran the November issue of t!'lc DEKE QUARTERLY, and I hope
you read it, we learn that on the campus of Union Colleg�, Lambda Chapter

erected the First Fraternity Lodge in America in 1855.

It was a log

cabin, though it is no longer standing, its site is marked with a Rock
known

as

the DEKE ROCK, marking the place where it was erectedo
If we look therefore at this matter of fraternities,

it would be correct to say that DKE from the viewpoint year of national
origin is the oldest fraternity on the campus, though the Friar chapter, as
you know, �snot received until

\ � i�

when we became Zeta Zeta.

Of course, in the intervening years, fraternities were

followed by sororities.

My theory is that the women always follow the

men - thus, to mention just a few,we know that Kappa Alpha Theta was the
first women's organization patterned after the men's fraternities and
it was founded in 1870.
established.

Later in the same y ear, Kappa Kappa Gamma was

Then, up to l<)CX) followed Alpha Chi Qnega (1S85), Tri Delta,

Pi Beta Phi and Meta Sigma Qnicron(l88S), Chi Onega (1895), Kappa Delta

and Alpha Qnicron Pi (1897) and Zeta Tau Alpha in 189S.
-4-

Many additional fraternities and sororities have
been organized since

1900

and most of the older and stronger organi

zations have many chapters throughout the United States.

The National

Interfraternity Conference has done much through the years to remove
the causes of criticism of fraternities and sororities and criticism
there has been in good measure.
details of such criticism.

It is not nw purpose to go into the

Rather I would wish to put before you this

evening the constructive side of fraternity life and urge you as a
member of Zeta Zeta of Deke to assume the rightful place of leadership
in constructive activities which should become a strong part of frateniity
life at LSU.
First of all, if it is correct to say that you ca."'1
learn from students

experiences outside the classro<:Q, and I think it

is correct to say that , then it follows that student organizations have
an important place in the scheme of values in a sound educational pro
gram.

It is for this reason that most Universities and colleges stimulate

and encourage group student activities such as student governing

�dies;

student publications; student debating societies and dramatics; student
literary societies; musical organizations, departmental clubs , athletic
and military organizations and the like.

To this list, we must add our

social and professional fraternities and our honorary fraternities.
There are great values in the social fraternity as a
student organization if the student leaders of the social fraternity
group can rise above the mere matter of following along the aimless stream
of the others and assume the initiative in making the fraternity system
more truly a part of what was originally intended for it - namely, a
powerful stimulus through a closely knjt fraternal group devoted to the

ideal of capturing for its menbers the maximum of educational develop
ment which can be made available through resources and facilities at your
command .

I see no reason, for example , why Zeta Zeta of DKE should not

take a position 6n l eadership on this campus in sponsoring many activities
of educational value making even more useful to you the social graces
you get out of fraternity life.

There is value , to be sure , in the

informal bull-session in the fraternityliving room , where you have
the opportunity to discuss almost anything under the sun as a group gathers
together .

By why not go beyond that and schedule a round table - say,

twice a month .

Why

not ask some speaker to come in and talk to you for

thirty minutes on a topic of your choosing in which some of your -nembers
are interested; why not follow that with a question period of thirty
or forty minute s .

Would not Faculty members(without boring you unduly)

be willing to participate in such a program?

Could you not thereby grow

more quickly into the regular habit of mental alertness toward current
problems making you better fit to assume the responsibilities of citizen
ship which you must assune rather shortly in this wieasy world.

If this

i s not appealing as a regular diet - why not a film of educational value , or
slides?

You could even enlist the suggestions of your best girl and

start a competition in the fraternity as to who could put on the best
program .

Now, I realize that I am preaching too much.

Dekes (unl:�ss you have reformed greatly since my

day)

-

Further, for many

the program I am

suggesting may not sound quite as attractive as proposing an occasional
coke highball - but I would suggest that you consider trying it for some
of the brethern it may even have a greater kick.

6

-

-

I do not mean to imply that you are not keenly aware of the
values of which I am speaking .

Sane of those cult'lU'al values of an

educational nature are already there , I am sure .
Dean of Men on that score .

I can even quote the

He told me no later than this week that he

was greatly impressed with his recent visitation (he called it visitation
and not a raid) - and that , at that time , he pointed out a fact that
we

should all apreciate, namely, that our fraternity system at LSU i s

conducted on a high plane a s a part of the social life of the campus;
that you have all of the advantages of the administration of a group :i.n
a small housing unit ; that you have the advantages of the house mother
plan which adds immeasurably to the cultural tone in evidence at the
house; and , finally, he says that when you are dressed up in a Tuxedo, you
are not such a bad looking bunch of fellows o
There are many other areas of useful activities to which you can
divert your attention .
Shortly, you will hear a great deal about Greek

� on

this

campus. This is to be a conscious effort to eliminate some of the most
tmdesirable aspects of that benighted period knoim as Hell

�

·

This is

not in the sense of taking all of the joy out of fraternity life, but
rather in the direction of elimination of the more brutal and senseless
aspects of improper hazing , nonsensical marathons and the like.

Why not

give this program your serious cooperative attention?
Another matter which you, as Deke s , should keep in mind is the
fact that we live in a world which badly needs every agency and opportunity
for the capture of idealism that we can possibly make effective o
fraternity ritual we have a goodly share of that- idealism.
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In our

It could be

translated in practical reality in many little ways , upon which I will not
now dwell.

You can strengthen your own lives and render yourselves the

subj ect of the strong friendships which bind
bonds .

r

together in fraternal

Finally , may I suggest that there is an obligation imposed upon

Fraternity men today to the University of which they are a part.
men should not lose sight of the fact that

by

Fraternity

your actions you can reflect

credit or discredit on the University of which your fraternity is a part .
Furthermore , there is the publk relations aspect if we are to continue
to maintain the values which are to be found in fraternal life. There is
growing evidence that the public generally are growing tired of the
fraternity man who is the notorious drinking ptrankster.

If fraternity

activities, combined with clean wholesome fun, are directed in constructive channels, we will render a service t o the fraternity system in
general and to the fraternity of which we have the honor to be members .

An obvious approach is continued emphasis on the schoh.rship standards
in fraternities .
we

We must constantly keep in mind the quality of men whom

pledge; we must continue to be concerned in fraternities with the

study habits of our members; we must adopte realistic policies to justify
the faith that so many have in the potentalities fbr the social fra
ternity in this regard.

� � M- � ,

�

�

� f�'L,k
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�

�

Since its founding at Yale in 1844 , Delta Kappa Epsilon has been

the outstanding leader in the American college fraternity world.

With

forty-seven chapters and a membership of more than twenty-five thousand ,
it is in a strong position to make the ideals of fraternity life more
effective on every campus fortunate enough to have a chapter of DKE. But
the achievement of this objective rests largely in the hands of the individual chapters .

I hope that Zeta Zeta At LSU , in the year of 1953,

will strike out for new laurels_ for our chapter and, in that quest , if any

-8-

of the thoughts I have stru.."lg together this evening may tc of assistance ,
I shall have a measure of pleasure added t o that of being with you

this evening .

-

9

-

MR. CHAIRMAN, HONOF.ED rruESTS , LADIES .AND GENTLEMEN, MEN OF S IGMA CHI:

The formal dedication of a fraternity chapt er house is
an occas ion for joyful congratulations, and it is also the proper
occasion for sober reflecti on upon the respons ibilities inherent
in the American college fraternity of today.

To the active chapter

of Gamma Iota of Sigma Chi and to the alumni whose leadership,
financ ial assistanc e , cooperation, and careful planning have all
comb ined to make this dedic ation possible, in the name of Louisiana
State University, I desire to express the institution ' s official
and sincere congratulat ions on your constructive accomplishment .
You are the fifth Greek letter frat ernity among

twent y-four

to complete the erection of an adequate home on the University
Campu s .

The beauty and the usefulness o f your house i n its

architecture , in its appointment s , and in its general plan, are
exceeded by no other fraternity building on this Campu s ,

Your

alumni association indeed has done the hard job well, and QWthe
consequence thereof, there has been placed into the keeping of the
active chapt er all of the physical facilities that could be desired
by any group of young college men, devoted as they are to the ideals
of a great national social fraternity ,

Your active chapter is

fortunate to be the benefic iary and recipi ent of the results from
such careful planning.

The University i s , in turn, pleased and

proud at the beaut y, grace , and the dignity which your magnificent
colonial home adds to the physical aspects of the Campus .
The members of Gamma Iota Chapter o f Sigma Chi are, I
feel sure,

duly cognizant of the responsibility and the opportunity

engendered by such a legacy.

You will recall that the .American

2

College fraternity has in recent years been a fruitful source of
much discuss ion designed to raise the serious question of the value
of the fraternity system in American higher educat ion.

It is true

that in most human institutions one will find the bad along with the
good ,and college fratern ities are no exception to the general rule.
It is true also that at t imes the trivial and the bad have been
emphasized at the expense of the good, and it i s unfortunat ely true
that too often an unfair picture of the American c ollege fraternity
has been held before the American public .

One would readily agree

that if the sheer quest of pleasure were the only object ive or
accomplishment of the fraterni ty, then fraternity organization is
indeed an empty hollow shell; it is a useless appendage of the
American system of higher education.

But associations spent in

fraternity life can be a mat ter of greater influence and meaningful
s ignificance on a University Campus.

Thoughtful educators every

where are coming to realize more and more the great influence for
good which can be exerted through the medium of the fraternity
system.
The fraternities themselves have given every evidence of
seriousness of intent and honesty of purpose, and as a group they have
been alert to discover their true area ot service to the c ollege or
University, to the individual member of the fraternity and to the
fraternity alumnus .
Speaking through the medium of the National Intertraternity
Conference, fraternity men hove given expression to the obligations
and responsibilities imposed upon them

and their organizations in

3

the following signifi cant stat ement :
"We consider the fraternity responsible for a
posit ive contribut ion t o the primary functions of the colleges
and universities, and therefore under an obligation t o
encourage the most complete personal development of its
members, intellectual , physical , and social.

Therefore,

we deele.re :
"I

That the objectives and activities of the
fraternity should be in enthe accord with
the aims and purposes of the institutions
at which it has chapters ;

"II

That the prjmary loyalty and responsibility
of a student in his relations with bis
institution are to the institution, and that
the association of any group of students as
a chapter of a fraternity involves the
definite responsibility of the group for the
conduct of the individual;

"III

That the frat ernity should promote conduct
consistent with good morals and good taste;

•rv

That the fraternity should create an
atmosphere wh ich will st imulate substantial
intellectual progre ss and superior intellectual
achievement .

"V

That the fraternity should Maintain sanitary,
safe , and wholesome physical conditions in the
chapt er house ;

"VI

That the fraternity should inculcate principles
of sound business practice both in chapter finances
and in the business relations of its nembers

"These criteria should be applied in close cooperation
with the administrative authorities of the institutions . "

This Unive=sity is proud of the manner in which the local
chapter of Sigma Chi , under the leederohip of your strong national

4

organizat ion, has set about achieving the broad object ives for
college fraternities as set forth in the foregoing statement.
Both by precept and practice you have shown that your organization
is interested in a well-rounded education of its members
intellectually, physically, and socially.

In loyalty to the

Univers ity as an institution, your active members and your alUI?llli
yield to no one.

The leadership you have shown in the effort

to establish a tutorial system in your fraternity house demonstrates
your interest in advancing scholarship and is an example which
might well be followed by other fraternity groups.

I have been very pleased to note that the scholastic
average of frat ernity men was olightly higher than the schola stic
average of all men students during the fi rst semester and that the
average of Sigma Chi as a group

(ranking tenth among the twenty

four Greek letter fraternities)

was higher than the average of

fraternity men as a group .

This illustrates a realization on the

part of your membership that the main purpose of attending the
University i s to obtain an education.

But the educational process

embraces many component parts and a strong well-ordered fraternity
organization can make value contributions to the process.

In a

fraternity correct principles of moral character should be developed
along with experience in group living.

Fraternity life means the

format ion of lasting friendships and associations which will endure
in later life after fraternity brothers have left the University.
This happy occasion marks a milestone in the progress of
Gamma Iota of Sigma Chi .

Louisiana State University joins your

National Organ ization in rejoic ing with you as a broader area of
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service and usefulness is opened before you .

May this building

be always devoted to the noble , to the good, and to the true , and
may it prove the means for achieving the ideals of your great
fraternity.

In the difficult years that lie ahead for college men

everywhere, may the achievements of Gamma Iota of Sigma Chi be
equal to its opportunities.

May you as fraternity men at this

dedicat ion all re-dedicate yourselves to forging the bonds of
fraternal fellowship, friendship, and usefulness with the bind
ing strength of links of merit , so that your influence may be
felt as a vital force on this Campus, a force of equal value t o
the institution and t o the fortunate young men who will proudly
wear the crest and emblem of Sigma Chi.

Mr. Toastmaster, Monsignor Tracy, Father Borders, Members, Alumni and
friends of Theta Kappg. Phi, ladies and gentlemen:

It is a pleasure to have the privilege of being with you this

evening and I am honored at having been asked to be your speaker at this,

your annual banquet.

The honor is all tl:e 11¥>re valued by

rf 1t � )

'--

me

because I

,,.A- rf'ri•·--·-�� 4

am not a member of your fraternity and I read in your kind invitation the
A

implication that, despite this fact, you must feel there is something of a
bond between us.

iL 44
A

A.

)( feeling which I genuinely reciprocate .
�

In truth, the

bond exists, for although we did not have a chapter of Theta Kappg. Phi at
L.S.U. in my days as a student, three of my nephews are Theta Kappa Phis -

�lv:- � �

two of these were members of the· old ThetaKa:pp& Phi and were among the signers
of the petition for your national charter in

to your membership this year.

Since

� and the

19

third was pledged

1936 when your group was originally

founded on this campus under the leadership of Father Schexnayder and Joseph
Horan, I have watched, from the side-lines so-to-speak, the splendid progress you have ma.de.

As a Catholic, I have taken pride in your accomplish-

ments as an organization and it is good, indeed, to see how in this year of

w1H. ti;;. �� ��,P t?ri 'I 1�

1953 the vision of your founiers H.e.Ye borne such abundant fruit .
A
has

-1-
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The basic

idea of bringing together a group of Catholic men, within the bonds of

wt.if

a strong social fraternity on the L.s.u. cam.pus , has been achieved .
h
4H

Your

e.fFtd,i>e

new Chapter House is� reality and you have more than assumed a rightful

place among the leading campus fraternities at L.s.u.

Your fame even goes

beyond the borders of Louisiana. for your national organization has given recog,
nition to your stature in the honors and responsibilities intrusted to our
IVI'1 c o l

teo..q......t.

mutual friend,/\Frank T. Carroll, one of your outstanding members.

For many

reasons, therefore, congratulations are due to you on the happy occasion of

fla. d

your annual dinner and I am,,� to be a part of this evening' s program.

fa-I�

Now - what does one talk about at � a�inner?

Let me seel -

Not long ago I chanced across a brief statement made

President-elect of an important private college in the East.

by

the

It seems that

on his campus the ruoor got out that the new President was opposed to

college fraternities.

So he clarified his position by saying

11It is not necessary for me" he declared, "to point
out how fraternities provide opportunities for the develop
ment of life-long friendships, opportunities for the de
velopment of leaders, and opportunities to enjoy a socially
homogeneous group.
11It has been interesting to ae", he said "that in 11\V
own experience, those fraternities which were strongest � �
which � � seriously, and followed most closel.y,the published
principles � their established. rituals. 11
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We know it to be a fact that in many college fraternities

� �

there has been little or nothing accomplished and sometimes there_, :9 ample

�rl.

ground

ticism of fraternity men as a group,

This has given rise

to a cynicism about education and about fraternities in many quarters.
of the statements along this line, in somewhat humorous vein, which
recently seen, attributes the following to its author .

I

One

have

He said :

"In June the boys graduate from high school and
college .
The education won • t hurt them if they learn some
thing after they graduate.
They' ll find next to the sheep
skin, shoe leather is most important . But nowadays, you
really don• t have to go to school. You can get your
geography from the rumble seat of an old jalopy, your
arithmetic from trying to get numbers on a dial tele
All
phone , and the alphabet from the***FHA , RFC and TVA.
you have to know to live to be a hundred is a green light
from a red light, and be able to read the traffic signs. "
In similar vein, he continues :
11'lbere i s one thing about graduating from college.
Later on you never have to buy bonds from a stranger; and if you
ever get into one of th.bse college fraternities, boy you•re
'brother' afterwards to more birds in the insurance business
than there are yodelers in the Swiss Aril'.\Y• "
Now, I don• t think that the man who said those things was
really cynical - he was only trying to be funny.

He was just like the fellow

who tried to be funny by defining a college senior.

"A college senior" he said

"is a young man with a racoon coat and a black derby.11

(I

seniors wore racoon coats.)

"The college senior

His definition continued:
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didn ' t know law

likes ties with dots, suits with stripes and letters with checks.

He

joings a college fraternity so he doesn ' t have to buy his own clothes . "
I am positive the man who wrote that never heard of Theta

Kappa. fh!_.

� It/
�
I

Seriously,
,,

have r
arely seen such a more serious approach to

the seriolll>1 responsibility of making the most out of fraternity life than

Dst�

that set forth in the Pledge Manual of Theta Kappa. Phi .
l\

One only has to read

that Manual to agree with the distinguished college President, to whom I

4-<--<- ct. "'-

have referred, that the ideals of � fraternity taken so seriously, and
,,
implemented with such detailed directions to those who are to become members,

cannot fail, if properly heeded, to make your fraternity so strong as to

justify the college fraternity, as a pa.rt of the current educational pattern.

/:"p, d � #.-a6tdt,

Jf'nless th� college

4

f-� rh,/fraternity can demonstrate such values to the processes

of education, its organizational usefulness may well be questioned.

There is a story written by the inimitable wit Steaphen Leacock

which bears upon teaching and the methods of education.

The story as he

writes it goes as follows:

11Ma.ny years ago when I was on the staff of a great
public school, we engaged a new swimming master.
He was the most successful man in that capacity
that we had had for years .
Then one day it was dis covered that he couldn't
swim.

He was standing at the edge of the sdmming tank ex

plaining the breast stroke to the boys in the wa.ber.

He lost his balance and fell in. He drowned.
I remember - he was
Oh no
he wasn't drowned
rescued by some of the pupils whom he had taught to
swim.
After he was resuscitated by the boys - it was
one of the things he had taught them - the school dis
missed him.
Then some of the boys who were sorry for him taught
him how to swim, and he got a new job as a swimming
-

-

master in another place.
But this time he was an utter failure.
He swam well,
but they said he couldn ' t teach .
So his friends looked about to get him a new job.
This was just at the ti� when the bicycle craze came in.
They soon found the man a position as an instructor in
bicycle riding. As he had never been on a bicycle in
his life, he ma.de an admirable teacher.
He stood fast
on the ground and said, "Now then, all you need is con
fidence."
Then one day he got afraid that he might be found
out . So he went out to a quiet place and got on a bicycle,
at the top of a slope, to learn to ride it. The bicycle .
ran away with him But for the skill and daring of one o f
his pupils, who saw him and rode after him, he would
have been killed.
This story, as the reader sees it, is endless.
Suffice to say that the man I speak of is now in an avia
tion school teaching people to fly.
They say he is one of
the best aviators that ever walked. "
.

Now, the pertinency of this story is to suggest that it is a

It:, -!-1

� I'{

mistaken idea to assume that your education consists of classroom lecture
�
periods and what you learn from particular persons who are there because

they are experts in their particular fields.

Upon occasion you may find that

this is not true at all - some of you may already have encountered teachers

who are like the swimming master who could not swim, but you may also have

found that even such a teacher can guide you along the pathway of what you
must learn. Education in large pa.rt must be the self-education resulting from

your own study and investigation.

In part, it must be a proces-s of absorp-

tion, the intensity of \\hich and the effectivens s o! which is controlled by
your own particular intellectual interests, by your individual stick-to-it-

tiveness, and by manner in which you budget and use your time while at the
University. Education, of college men

its entirety.

must be viewed, furthermore, in

,

It is an experience which goes far beyond the classroom -

it is influenced by such tangible factors as student activities, extra-

curricular activities and student affairs.

It is in this latter connection

that the American college fraternity system normally makes its contribution

to college life .

1u.�b,,.llce

But Theta Kappa Phi, composed of yoWlg men,who p11111& in

4t./1 � 1�
common, the .f'undamental truths of the
A

Catholic faith, possesses a plus

factor not found in the ordinary fraternity. That faith which binds you

..s �

give1 meaning, direction and purpose to your lives and add immeasurably to
the spiritual value s which you find in your years at L.s.u. under the
benign guidance of the Catholic

�

Student

Center-H-/�

�6t. � � �U?r fk ,

�/�lw'le.?f!- 'f a£so�

As you all lmow, even from a cursory perusal of

Mirdts Man�,

the system which we know as that of college fraternities, dates back to

the foWlding of Phi Beta Kappa at William and Mary in
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1776.

Originally founded

for social and literary purposes, Phi Beta Kappa became a purely honorary
society and has retained that status until the present .
parenthetically that some of us on this campus hope
when we will have a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at

to

I may say
see the day arrive

L.s.u.

When we do,
�

we will have received for our University an academic recognition and
stimulus to the University' s work that is most important.
Passing

to

other permanent societies in the Greek fraternity system,

we have the triad of Kappa Alpha, Sigma Phi and Delta Phi founded at
Union College in 1$25 and 1827 o
this Union Triad

Baird' s

Manual

tells us that it was

oN

that the college social fraternity system was based •

In the period from 1827 to the outbreak of the Civil War, more than

.,_ w�

ee-au
t
y

additional fraternities after this pattern were founded and in subsequent
years, particularly

in

the period since the turn of the twentieth century,

�

many additional fraternities have been organized wit� � chapters being
formed throoughout the United States.
ference has done

much

The National Interfraternity Con-

through the years to remove the causesof criticism

of fraternities - and criticism there has been
not

my

in

good measure.

purpose to go into the details of such criticism.
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It is

I would rather

dwell, for a few moments on the constructive side of fraternity life because

I consider that to be in keeping with your own wishes that Theta Kappa

Phi should continue in its rightful place of leadership in maintaining con-

structige activities as a strong part of fraternity life at L.s.u.

If it

is correct to say that your experiences outside the classroom can be a
the
most valuable pa.rt of what you learn while in University - it follows that

/

student organizations wisely conceived, directed and operated can have an

important place in the values of a balanced educational program.

For this

reason, most colleges and universities are inclined to stimulate and
encourage group student activities such as student governing bodies, student

publications, student debating societies and dramatics; student literary

societies; musical organizations, departmental clubs, athletic and military

organizations and the like .

To this list, we must add professional and

honorary societies and fraternities and also the social fraternity.
There are great values in the social fraternity as a student

organization if the student leaders of the social fraternity group can ��se
above the mere matter of following along the aimless stream of mere existence

as an organization £\?ld if such leaders will assume the initiative in making the
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fraternity system more truly a pa.rt of what was originally intended for

it - namely, a powerful stimulus through a closely knit fraternal group

devoted to the ideal of capturing for its members the ma.ximwn of educational
development which can be made available through resources and facilities
at their command.

I have confidence that the men of Theta Kappa Phi

appreciate the high purposes, aims and ideals expressed in your National
Constitution and that, with your seriousness of purpose, those ideals

are being ma.de a reality. I would urge you to make the most of the opportunit±es

that you have to form many friendships here which will outlast your college

days .

Continue to make the mst out of your congenial temporary home -

the Chapter House in which a proper Catholic atmosphere prevails binding you

together by common ideals and interests.

Should you be an officer or committee

member, take seriously your responsibilities recognizing the opportunities

thereby afforded for a significant experience in organization, procedure and

management .

Derive all of the benefits from participation in self-government

within your fraternal group.

Enjoy in proper good taste your social functions

and all the social graces they import.

Use your fraternity as an organization,

in the language of your National Constitution 11�-to encourage the attainment
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of a

high

scholastic standing; and to offer to each and every member the

training and environment which characterizes the University or college man . "

If these things are done well as you seek to do

them,

standing al.one

they will go far toward the strengthening of the fraternity system as a

whole and of your own fraternity.

Far more important, however, is your

continued fidelity and d votion to what your National Spiritual Adviser,

Father LaRue, refers to as the religious heritage of your fraterni�y.

On

this campus of L.S. U.you are known as Theta Kappa Phis and, hence, are

identified as Catholic young men.

j�

-,..\ �f10N�i b

'.Ihe power of good example is yours.

1li� '

JI 1 °J

Who knows how your own conduct may shape or influence the conduct of some

other student.

Continue to be faithful to each and every religious obli-

gation that is yours.

Cooperate with the Chaplain by lending any assis tance

?� //ya..-(.,

that you can to the Newman Club activities on the campus . /1 Talk up the re-

/3a,ck. rt;....

Nl I iS I � ,.

treat movement . ft Be ever conscious of the fact that in the secularism of

� .e..-

modern life and, in particular, on the c ampus of \ State University,

�
theA most

important thing in life - namely, the salvation of one ' s :immortal soul, may

b� UH'pkt�

;;;,;s5J•�aw1Af +;;df kruvl

be subordinated to the day to day mundane considerations.
/\
A

�

Befl vigilant - re-

sorting constantly to the Student Center for that spiritual consolation and
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guidance which comes to him who has been blessed with t1:e Catholic Faith -

possessor of eternal truth.

pass.

Your years at L.s.u. as students soon will

When you leave the campus as a graduate, will you be able to say -

"My spiritual growth, my lmowledge of my religion has kept pace with my

����
�
1�
A�

intellectual growth reflected in my diploma? "

you can pass

S4ldl

a

�?
•

satisfactory self-examination on that question,your education will

have taken - it will have in it the 11plus11 factor which can give meaning

and happiness to your lives.

Heed well the help you can be to each other

in achieving the most important of all the ideals held before you as

brothers in Theta Kappa Phi.
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